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	CATHERINE R TURIANO-PATULLO





[email protected] 


	I am researching the Milletti and Tonelli Family Trees. Both families are from the Marche region in Italy. Specifically, Montalfoglio, Ancona, Pergola and quite possibly several other surrounding towns. There was also a portion of the Milletti family that moved to Milan and owned a factory. The cousin we know of was named Biaggio Milletti. I am not sure how he is related and would like to find out. I know that he had a son and a grandson. The grandson eventually inherited the factory. Any information on either family would be appreciated. I will be more than happy to share what I have as well.
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	[bookmark: photos]Family Photos 

		Mom and Dad (31 KB)
This was taken at Mom's birthday party
	Family photo from Cathy's wedding 10/30/04 (162 KB)
This photo was taken on my wedding day outstide the church Patrick and I were married in.
	Samantha, Tanner and Alexandra Martocci (69 KB)
Their first day of school.
	Victoria Crovo in her Yankee tee-shirt (40 KB)
Victoria is a big Yankee fan!
	Linda Martocci  (35 KB)
Linda and her girls Samantha and Alexandra on her 41st birthday.
	Cathy Turiano riding horseback in the Colorado Roc (36 KB)
I was on vacation with my boyfriend Patrick. We visited my cousins on my father's side of the family. They live in the mountains of Colorado
	Vincenza Tonelli with her family (48 KB)
Her son Marco's confirmation. Her brother, Franco, his wife, Maria Ida, their son, Stefano and daughter, Elena are also in the picture.
	Mom and Uncle Mario (34 KB)
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		InterneTree: All-in-One Tree of Rita Mary Milletti


	All-in-One Tree of Rita Mary Milletti (PDF Format)
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